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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

This thesis attempts to solve the problem of motivating workers to provide 

optimal levels of effort in order to produce set revenue in the context of a small business 

operated by an Owner-Employee.  I do this by investigating two standard economic 

models of compensation, Lazear’s Piece-Rate Compensation Model and Dixit’s Optimal 

Contracting Model using real data provided by the store owner.  The results are compared 

and analyzed to provide implications and insights into the owner’s own Play Plus 

Scheme.  The project concludes with the clarification of the underlying problems of such 

an analysis and provides motivation for further work in personnel economics that might 

produce useful insights into the behavior of an Owner-Employee. 

 

        

       Professor Catherine S. Elliott 
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Chapter I. Introduction 

 

“…we might be able to learn something more if we opened our eyes and ears and 
listened a little more to subjects who populate the economies we study, the people 
who actually do the things we theorize about.”   -Alan Blinder (1990, p. 300) 

 

In his article, “Learning by asking those who are doing,” Alan Blinder provides 

the basic academic motivation of this thesis.  The impetus behind the quote is rooted in 

behavioral economics.  Traditionally, economists utilized a rather simple model of 

decision making, one based on individuals always acting in their best interest.  This 

assumption has placed standard economic analysis at a disadvantage as an analytic tool.  

Hence, for investigating real world behavior, behavioral economists attempt to 

incorporate philosophical, psychological, and economic approaches, among others, to 

rationality.  The focus is shifted to investigation of actual behavior rather than the 

implications of mathematical models of optimal behavior.  This type of investigation can 

result in evidence contrary to standard assumptions of rationality traditionally employed 

in economic analysis, resulting in more descriptive and realistic models of judgment and 

choice (Callahan and Elliott, 1996). 

 I focus on a small business.  Real data provided by the owner is the result of 

actual behavior.  I use it to determine whether this actual behavior falls in line with 

theoretical economic models based on standard assumptions; and whether these models, 

in their current form, answer questions of rationality and optimality with respect to an 

Owner-Employee.  An Owner-Employee is someone who owns the business, but also 
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works along-side other employees.  Thus, the Owner-Employee can be considered to 

have two sources of income: profits and wages. 

 Much of the motivation that drives this project comes from its practical and 

personal relevance.  Practically, the paper focuses on a relatively new business that is 

born of sizable debt and sacrifice.  The topic has become more relevant due to the 

deterioration of American small businesses that allegedly construct the base of the 

economy.  However, my personal relationship with the owner has provided further 

motivation.  The motivation is surprisingly selfish since the owner is my mother and my 

comfortable existence relies significantly on her success or failure. 

The history of the germination of this business is similar to that idealized by many 

in the United States of America, the beginning of a story of great entrepreneurial spirit 

and action enabled by capital and hard work.  However, the rest of the story does not 

follow as expected.  The owner’s original goal was to open a second store and travel to 

secure and expand relations with suppliers.  An obvious implication of the original goal is 

the need for employees that provide sufficient levels of revenue, independent of the 

owner’s presence.  In reality, the owner became the third employee or Owner-Employee, 

and the physical embodiment of the store.  

The relationship between owner and employee, specifically, the method by which 

the owner motivates the employee to sell to levels deemed satisfactory by the owner, is 

the focus of standard economic models of the Principal-Agent Problem.  Thus, the 

owner’s problem of motivating employees to reach the set goal is initially analyzed using 

models of personnel economics provided by Edward P. Lazear.  These models assume 
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effort as the independent variable.  To investigate Lazear’s models further, I turn to 

Avinash Dixit’s Optimal Contracting Model.  Dixit’s model produces an exact price for 

the desired level of effort that is required to yield the desired level of revenue.   

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows.  The second chapter 

introduces the basic foundation that frames the Principal-Agent Problem.  The most 

fruitful economic model of this problem is Lazear’s Piece-Rate Compensation Model 

(PRC) which provides depth of insight to the problem. Other less formally modeled 

solutions are also considered: bonuses and penalties, promotions, work-life inventive 

Models, pensions, and profit-sharing plans,  

 In the third chapter, theory meets reality. In actuality, the owner does not use any 

of the prescribed solutions provided by personnel economics.  In contrast, the owner has 

created her own Model, the Pay Plus Scheme (PPS) enacted in 2009 during the months of 

January, February, and March with a consistent staff.  Thus, background information and 

specific data are provided for January, February, and March 2009.  The Pay Plus Scheme 

is analyzed using Lazear’s Piece-Rate Compensation and compared to results from the 

Dixit’s Optimal Contracting Model.  Because the models employ similar assumptions,  I 

use them jointly, with real data, to reveal actual insights into both models. Thus, I 

analyze the “rationality” of the owner’s Pay Plus Scheme under standard economic 

frameworks.    

The fourth chapter concludes by first summarizing the thesis.  It brings together 

the three Models focused on in the thesis in order to understand the rationality behind the 

Owner-Employee’s behavior.  Further, it provides alternatives to assumptions asserted in 
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the standard economic models in order to better explain the Owner-Employee’s PPS, 

concluding with a call for future research in the field of personnel economics. 
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Chapter II. Theoretical Economic Models of Compensation 

“The directors of such companies, however, being the managers of other people’s 
money than of their own, it cannot well be expected that they should watch over it 
with the same anxious vigilance with which the partners in a copartnery 
frequently watch over their own.” -Adam Smith, [The Wealth of Nations, 1776, p.700] 

 

This chapter explicates the standard theoretical models in economics used to 

analyze Owner-Employee incentive problems.  The most basic framework that addresses 

this issue is the Principal-Agent Problem.1  This framework consists of an agent, a person 

who makes economic decisions for the principal and, hopefully, in the principal’s 

interest.  The model has three primary features:  the agent takes actions that affect the 

principal; the principal cannot observe the action taken by the agent; and the principal 

and agent may have different objectives.  This model is particularly useful when 

differences in outcomes due to actions of the agent cannot be distinguished from 

differences in outcomes due to changing states of the world. 

 

A. Economics of the Firm 

 A basic background in economics of the firm will be necessary to understand the 

Principal-Agent Problem and attempts to solve it.  A firm has costs that are fixed and 

costs that vary.  Time is the determinant of variability in cost.  The firm considers two 

                                                           
1 Principal-Agent Problems arise under conditions of incomplete and asymmetric information.  This 
necessitates a payment Model that motivates the agent to act as the principal under these conditions.  For 
foundational material on the Principal-Agent Problem, see Joseph E. Stiglitz (1987), "Principal and 
agent, “The �ew Palgrave: A Dictionary of Economics,” 3, 966-967. 
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time frames, the short and long run.  All costs are variable in the long run, allowing the 

firm to shutdown without losses.  Labor is commonly assumed to be a variable cost.  

 The firm is a single, coherent entity that maximizes profit.  The first-order 

condition sets marginal revenue (MR) equal to marginal cost (MC).  Investigating the 

optimal payment to labor, the analysis focuses on the short-run.  Cost of products and 

labor are variable costs.  Marginal cost is the change in variable cost associated with a 

unit of output, Q; the marginal revenue is the change in revenue associated with a unit of 

output: 

 MR =  = MC (1) 

  The next step is to find the optimal wage for an employee.  For simplicity, 

suppose a firm’s only input is labor (L), paid with wage, w.  Therefore, the firm’s output 

is solely a function of labor: 

       Q = f(L)   (2) 

The first derivative of the function is strictly positive, implying that an increase in labor 

quantity results in greater output. This derivative is termed the marginal productivity of 

labor. Thus, total variable cost (VC) is determined by number of workers, L, and their 

wages: 

      VC = w·L   (3) 

To minimize cost, the first-order condition dictates that marginal cost is set equal to the 

wage multiplied by the first derivative of L with respect to Q: 
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            (4) 

Rearranging (4), wage is set equal to marginal cost multiplied by marginal product of 

labor:   

    w =                        (4a) 

Optimizing, the wage is set equal to the marginal revenue product of a worker since 

marginal revenue equals marginal costs: 

        w = MR ·  = MRP  (5) 

Thus, workers should be paid their marginal revenue product of labor. 

 

B. Personnel Economics 

Personnel economics is defined as “the field that uses incentive devices and 

economic analyses to think about human resource issues” (Lazear, 1996).  Since the 

earliest works by Lazear (1992) and Baker, Biggs and Holmstrom (1994), empirical 

studies have multiplied and the field has matured.  At the behest of Edward Lazear, the 

Journal of Economic Literature created a new category for it: M5.   

Personnel economics looks to answer questions about the structure of wage 

payment, how it changes over the worker’s life cycle, and its relation to the worker’s 

position in the firm.  The field asserts two primary assumptions about compensation.  

First, compensation must be treated as an entire structure rather than a collection of 
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individually determined components, e.g., a wage based on a certain position must be 

constructed in context of other jobs both below and above that position.  Second, it is 

emphasized that traditional economics has the tools to incorporate all aspects of 

compensation into theoretical models for analysis.  Specifically, in contrast to the 

approaches of other disciplines concerned with compensation, personnel economics is 

able to convert all nonpecuniary components into monetary equivalents to be 

incorporated into the analysis.  Most importantly, personnel economics employs models 

that assume a direct connection between effort provided by the worker and output.   

The following sections cover methods considered by personnel economics to 

provide solutions to the Principal-Agent Problem.  Part of the depth of the incentive 

problem is elucidated by Piece-Rate Compensation due to the flexible nature of this 

model and its applicability to data.  Other compensation Models are considered in order 

to provide breadth to the problem.2 

 

i. Piece-Rate Compensation 

 The Piece-Rate Compensation (PRC) Model is claimed to induce the worker to 

provide the optimum level of effort appropriate for a job. The PRC achieves efficiency on 

two margins with risk neutral workers.3  Workers are correctly selected according to 

                                                           
2 Providing breadth and depth to consideration of any problem should increase the probability of correctly 
resolving the problem.  How much breadth and depth? The economic answer is: until the cost of providing 
additional breadth and depth is greater than or equal to the value of the additional increase in probability of 
correctly solving the problem. 
3The majority of compensation models assume risk-neutral workers and owners.  More complex models 
consider workers’ risk explicitly; further discussion is provided in the Chapter IV. 
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effort.  Workers prefer the piece rate Model when its expected lifetime compensation 

exceeds lifetime compensation at a salary firm. 

The process of determining piece rate compensation is broken into two stages.  

The first stage assumes the labor supply which describes the level of effort and hours 

supplied by the workers based on a structure of compensation.  In the second stage, based 

on the labor supply, the firm chooses a two-parameter compensation Model.  The 

variable compensation parameter, or commission rate, induces the worker to provide the 

optimal level of effort.  The fixed compensation parameter is chosen in order to attract 

the worker to the firm.   

 

1. Piece-Rate Compensation Model  

 Assume the firm pays wages based on output, namely 

Wage = α + β·q   (6) 

where q is output and α and β are fixed and variable compensation parameters, 

respectively, determined by the firm.  For simplification, Lazear assumes most generally 

that output equals effort, e.4  Workers are assumed to have a distaste for work that is 

given by C(e), such that first-derivative of C(e) is greater than zero.  The second 

derivative of C(e) is positive since there is an assumed maximum level of effort where 

                                                           
4 Although Lazear initially includes chance in his model, he disregards it once he begins employing his 
methods.  Further discussion on chance is provided in Chapter IV. 
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the cost of producing an additional unit of expected output becomes infinite. In the PRC 

Model, the worker maximizes utility5 

α  + β·q – C(e)             (7) 

or substituting q = e 

α  + β·e – C(e)           (8) 

After rearranging, the first-order condition can be written as 

C̍´(e) = β         (9) 

The second-order condition for a maximum confound to be 

   C´´(e) > 0                (10) 

The first-order condition dictates that a change in effort results in a change in β.  The 

interpretation of the second-order condition is that wages must increase at an increasing 

rate in order to induce more effort or hours.   

The firm chooses α and β to maximize profit. Profits are modeled as 

   Max q – (α + β·e)                   (11) 

or 

   Max e – (α + β·e)                  (12) 

subject to the constraint: α + β·e   ≥   C(e). 
                                                           
5 Lazear uses expected functions without explicitly including probabilities.  The important results of the 
model and analysis stemming from the model do not rely on explicit probabilities; however, in Chapter III, 
I assume explicit probabilities in order to compare both models.  
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Since a worker must earn enough to cover the disutility of providing equilibrium level of 

effort, substitution yields 

Max e - C(e)        (13) 

The first-order condition with respect to β is  

[1 – C´(e)]  = 0         (14) 

where  is assumed to be positive and monotonic.  From equation (9), the first-order 

condition becomes 

 [1 – β]  = 0            (15) 

The only β that satisfies equation (15) is that equal to one. Finally, α is determined by the 

constraint α + β·e = C(e).  Thus, α equals C(e) – e, the disutility of providing effort, e, 

and the effort itself. 

The conclusion reached by the PRC model is that workers should be entitled to 

their entire residual profit: β equals one.  For example, giving half of the full output to the 

worker can induce insufficient effort.  This can occur because the workers must receive at 

least their reservation wage (next best wage) and this might not occur on the margin if the 

workers are not made full residual claimants.  Thus, the PRC Model obtains optimal 

levels of effort through wage, w, consequently, β.  In order to guarantee this, the model 

matches workers to the firm, optimally.  The next section explicates this result, 

evidencing the model’s apparent effectiveness. 
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2. Worker Selection 

The Piece-Rate Compensation Model results in optimal worker selection once β equals 

one. Suppose workers have different ability levels, indexed by z, signifying the level of 

output they can produce.  One firm pays based on: 

Pay = m + z   (16) 

A second firm pays at a rate β < 1 for each dollar of output, but offers a higher base 

wage, m’.  In Figure 1, the first firm’s payment Model is represented by the steeper line, 

while the flatter line represents the second firm’s payment Model.  Workers are 

indifferent at z*.  However, all workers with z < z* prefer the firm where β < 1 but sets 

m’ > m.  All workers with z > z* prefer the optimal piece rate firm, where β equals one.  

Only higher effort workers are expected to produce where z > z*, therefore profits of 

firms that choose to pay m + z are claimed to be higher due to high effort workers that 

choose higher pay.  On the other hand, low effort workers (those that produce less than 

z*)  would rather not be paid according m + z since they receive more pay when β < 1.  

Thus, Figure 1 illustrates how β equal to one attracts high effort workers. 
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                           Figure 1. Worker Selection through β 
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3. Measuring Worker Performance 

The PRC Model has provided the exact compensation required to bring out 

optimal levels of effort in workers and match workers to firms optimally.  Another 

crucial factor that helps determine the correct compensation is performance 

measurement.  Worker performance can generally be measured at two ends: input, based 

on time; and output determined by quantity produced. 

One advantage to measuring output is that low-quality workers are better sorted, 

maximizing total output when measuring costs are sufficiently low.  Output based pay 

more explicitly motivates workers to provide effort by cementing the link between effort 

and output.  Output based pay is more likely when the value of the alternative use of time 

is higher.  Also, workers that do not have much firm-specific human capital to offer are 

better candidates for payment based on output.  The value of output-based pay increases 

with a more heterogeneous work force.  However, firms pay based on input rather than 

output when measurement costs are high and measurement takes too long (Lazear, 1996). 

 

C. Alternative Compensation Models 

 There are several alternatives to PRC in the literature that address the Principal-

Agent Problem.  Lazear argues that each alternative is deficient.  In the next section I 

outline the arguments for and against each alternative Model.  Alternatives include: 

bonuses and penalties, promotions, work-life incentive Models, pensions, and profit-

sharing.  I begin with bonuses and penalties in order to present a complex bonus Model, 
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the Dixit Optimal Contracting Model, utilized in the analysis later due to its similarity to 

Lazear’s PRC Model as well as its ability to provide deeper analysis of effort. 

 

i. Bonuses and Penalties 

 Pro.  Psychologists Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman (1981) argue that 

framing is central to motivating workers.  Kahneman received the Nobel Prize in 

Economic Sciences in 2002 (Tversky had passed over).  They claim that the status quo 

has significance for individuals and that bonuses are seen as a positive divergence from 

the status quo while penalties are interpreted as the opposite.  Thus individuals behave 

differently depending on the type of reinforcement experienced.  

Con.   It is ambiguous whether framing affects behavior when workers consider 

bonuses and penalties repeatedly.  The direction of incentive effects provided by framing 

is unclear since it is a question of movement along the same utility curve. That is, what is 

the difference in induced behavior caused by moving up-down or down-up on the same 

utility curve?  There is also confusion about how the status quo should be defined over 

time. 

 An alternative theory proposes that bonuses and penalties refer to different kinds 

of nonlinear compensation Models.  Bonuses can be used when output below a certain 

level has no adverse consequences while penalties are employed when output above a 

particular level has no benefit.  This theory has advantages in that it is testable and 

implies that penalty and bonus structures can be used in specific cases that yield explicit 
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predictions.  In Chapter III, I use wages determined by bonuses and penalties in Piece-

Rate Compensation and analyze the implications.  These wages are the results of analysis 

via the Dixit Optimal Contracting Model. 

 

1.  Dixit Optimal Contracting Model 

 Personnel economics does little to explain different levels of effort.  However, 

Dixit goes further, dissecting the cost of effort.  His model is important because of its 

focus on effort, the independent variable considered in the Piece-Rate Compensation 

Model above.  To obtain a better understanding of effort, therefore I look to Dixit’s 

Model of Optimal Contracting. 

 The primary elements employed in the model are: 

π = profits to owners 

V = total $value of success 

p = probability of success if high effort by employee 

q = probability of success if low effort by employee  

where 1 > p > q > 0 

w = base salary required by employee for low effort 

e = extra compensation required for high effort 

x = total salary paid by owner to employee if success 

y = total salary paid by owner to employee if failure 

 

Employees work with high effort resulting in quality of work enabling them to reach the 

monthly set revenue, V, with probability of such a success equal to p.  Providing low 
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levels of effort reduces the probability of success to q.  The base salary available to an 

employee at an alternative job is w (also known as the reservation wage).  The cost of 

high effort required to reach success is equal to e.  It is assumed that owner and employee 

are risk neutral, and that each maximizes the difference between expected monetary 

returns and costs.  The utilization of success or failure through attainment of the set 

monthly revenue is necessary since direct observation of effort is too costly. The 

employee is paid x if successful and y if not.   

Two constraints are utilized by Dixit to solve the Optimal Contracting Model.  

The constraint that guarantees the worker provides high effort is the participation 

constraint.  It states that the wages of success or failure are equal or greater than the 

reservation wage and cost of effort 

px + (1-p)y   ≥   w + e    (17) 

 

The incentive compatibility constraint guarantees that the employee will choose high 

effort if the net benefit of high effort exceeds the cost in comparison to the net benefit of 

providing low effort 

px + (1-p)y – e   ≥   qx + (1-q)y                (18) 

 

Typically, the firm maximizes profits subject to the above constraints, where profit is 

 

    π = pV – [px + (1-q)y]     (19) 

 

Factoring (17)                    
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        (p-q)(x-y)  ≥  w + e     (17a) 

Rearrange (18) to isolate w + e  

 

y + p(x-y) = w + e           (18a)  

by rearranging π, it can be seen that in order to maximize profits, the second two terms  

must be minimized.   

 

π = pV – y – p(x-y) 

 

In order to do so, both expression (17a) and (18a) must be made into equalities.  Solving  

The resulting expression simultaneously yields the optimal salaries, x* and y* for states  

of success and failure, respectively. 

 

x* = w + e[(1-q)/(p-q)] 

    y* = w – e[q/(p-q)] 

 

The optimal salaries can also be solved simultaneously for effort, e.  This is the cost of 

effort required to reach revenue, V.  Wage, w, will be utilized later in Lazear’s PRC to 

solve for β, the commission rate. 

 

ii. Promotions 

Pro.  Arguably, promotions result in higher wages and serve two distinct 

purposes.  Promotions match individuals to jobs that best utilize their skills and abilities.  

Also, promotions provide incentives for lower level employees valuing the higher pay 
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and prestige associated with a higher level job.  Promotions are a primary incentive 

device for corporations and might be less costly or more effective than Piece-Rate 

Compensation Models.  Lazear and Rosen (1981) test the promotion-based system using 

single-period tournaments and find that workers prefer promotions to linear piece rate 

compensation Models. 

Con.  The use of a single-period framework in Lazear and Rosen’s experiment 

ignores the complexities involved with promotions.  For example, the expected horizon 

of the incumbent superior is essential to understanding how the incentives of the lower 

level employees are influenced.  Promoting a young employee diminishes the incentives 

of former co-workers of a similar promotion pool since they expect to wait longer for a 

promotion. This type of incentive structure only affects those who are potential 

candidates for promotion, without positive influence on those that fall short of this 

standard.  Furthermore, this system does not provide incentives for employees to exceed 

the standard or outperform each other unless they are potential candidates for promotion.  

Finally, the system of promotion inherently creates incentives for employees to expand 

and grow the firm as quickly as possible without necessarily considering maximization of 

profits.   

 

iii. Work-Life Incentive Schemes 

 Pro.  As noted above, firms struggle with motivating workers who are unlikely to 

be promoted.  One way to alleviate such a situation is to make future pay raises 

contingent upon current performance.  These are termed Work-Life Incentive Models.  
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This Model is especially effective if workers plan to stay with an organization for a 

significant period of time and if raises are permanent in real terms.  There are two 

differences between this compensation Model and that of a piece rate.  First, the period of 

time within which the evaluation is made is longer than that of a piece rate Model.  

Second, the worker must continue at the firm in order to benefit from raises for good 

performance because workers are paid contingent on remaining with the firm.  

Motivation of this type involves paying workers less than their value at a young age and 

more at an old age.   Therefore, if the worker shirks currently, future raises are forfeited. 

Con.  A disadvantage with this work-life incentive Model is that workers could 

opt to continue working as long as the firm was willing to pay the raises in the future.  

This would induce workers to remain with the firm for too long, possibly resulting in 

bankruptcy.  Particularly, in the context of a small business, where employee turnover is 

great, the period of evaluation is short and raises are unlikely to be permanent in real 

terms. 

 

iv. Pensions 

Pro.  One counter-proposal to the problem of workers being employed too long is 

mandatory retirement.  But this is not necessary since pensions can be used to “buy” 

workers out of their current contracts.  The pension is cheaper than providing increasing 

salary to an already overvalued employee.  Specifically, pension plans often reward 

workers in the form of a higher annual pension during each year of retirement. However, 
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the value of the reward declines as the worker’s career lengthens.  Thus, retiring at an 

intermediate age will give the worker a higher expected present value of pension benefits. 

 Con.  Since pensions provide solutions to problems of work-life incentive 

Models, their success depends on these Models.  With respect to small businesses, work-

life incentive Models are not likely to be effective since turnover is great.  Thus, pensions 

do little to address motivation of workers in most small businesses. 

 

v. Profit-Sharing Plans 

Pro.  Ronald Ehrenberg and George Milkovich (1987) show that merit pay and 

bonuses based on individual performance are less effective than profit-sharing, stock 

ownership, and team-based bonuses.  The direct link between a firm’s profits and an 

employee’s wage increases that employee’s effort level. Omar Azfar and Stephan 

Danninger (2001) show that profit-sharing reduces turnover and thus increases expected 

returns to firm-specific human capital investments, increasing optimal levels of skill 

acquisition and investment in firm-specific skills.  This ties wage changes to changes in 

labor demand.  Employees participating in profit-sharing plans are less likely to separate 

from their jobs.  They also receive training more frequently and for longer periods of 

time.  Profit-sharing indicates a faster rate of skill accumulation through higher wage 

growth. 

Con.   Azfar and Danninger assume that higher wage growth reflects greater 

productivity based on a finding that firm-specific wage growth occurs most frequently 
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during periods of on-the-job training.  This implies that reduced turnover provides a 

stable environment for productivity-enhancing investments to flourish, that these 

investments will increase productivity, and that increased productivity is the same as on-

the-job training which is highly correlated with higher wage growth.   

With respect to a small business, profit-sharing is unlikely.  Also, expected 

returns to firm-specific human capital investments are relatively low since workers are 

not expected to work for the firm for long periods of their life.  Thus, reducing turnover 

has less effect on increasing productivity in small, retail businesses. 

 

D. Concluding Remarks 

 This Chapter elucidates the breadth of the problem central to this thesis.  

Furthermore, it provides the foundation that enables the depth of the problem to be 

expounded.  A more profound understanding of the problem is the result of the collision 

between reality and the standard economic theory surveyed in this Chapter.   

The following Chapter analyzes this collision in order to provide actual insights 

concerning the prescriptions of standard economic theories, particularly with respect to 

the Owner-Employee.  The Chapter begins with explanation and justification of the data 

and background information.  This data is analyzed via PRC, PPS, and Dixit’s Optimal 

Contracting Model.  The results are compared; insights and implications are discussed.  
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Chapter III. Application of Lazear and Dixit Optimal Contracting Models to Reality 

My mother established a retail clothing business in Naples, Florida, named 

AnaVlad during the year of 2001.  Her most previous employment involved managing a 

clothing store in the same area.  The store operates from ten in the morning until seven in 

the evening, sixty-three hours a week. The store maintains 5,000 dollars of fixed costs per 

month.   It has two employees not including the Owner-Employee.  Both employees are 

paid according to the Model ten dollars per hour and commission, termed the Pay Plus 

Scheme (PPS).  

Data was collected for January, February, and March of 2009.  During this period 

the employees and payment Model have been consistent.  In March, I assume the goal 

has been met in order to contrast the results to the previous months in which the goal was 

not met.  Also,  I use March to contrast the effects of a high revenue goal on commission 

rate as opposed to lower revenue goals.   

Contrary to Lazear’s PRC Model, the commission is paid only if the employees 

reach the monthly goal.  That is, pay is not a function of output (q) until a certain level of 

q is reached.  Once this level is reached, β acts on output produced by each employee 

according to the hours worked per week.  Specifically, the employee receives a fraction 

of the commission (three percent of total output) based on the fraction of total work hours 

provided by the employee.  In order to apply the model, I must assume the employee acts 

similarly to an employee that receives commission on all output at all levels of q.   

Making workers full residual claimants is not typical of the standard salesperson’s 

contract since most never receive 100 percent of sales revenue.  Lazear’s PRC Model 
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does consider other variable costs, but these have to be factored in explicitly to determine 

what it means for the employee to be a full residual claimant.  The compensation 

parameter considers output net other variable costs, not only cost of output.  That is, all 

other variable factors of production must be paid before an employee is a full residual 

claimant. 

According to the owner of AnaVlad, the average cost of a typical article of 

clothing consists of twenty percent of the retail price.  The cost of entrepreneurship is 

forty percent of the price.  Thus, the compensation parameter, β, is equal to one minus 

sixty percent, or forty percent of revenue, results in the employee being made a full 

residual claimant.  The true commission according to Lazear’s model for retail is thus 

forty percent. 

Below, the data is presented for the three months, is reconciled with Lazear’s 

Piece-Rate Compensation Model, and analyzed.  A more general discussion of the results 

lead to the question: how to affect effort directly to motivate workers.  In an attempt to 

answer this question, I employ Dixit’s Model of Optimal Contracting. 

 

 

A. January 2009 

The goal set for the month of was 24,650 dollars.  Employee A worked 142 hours 

and sold 3,258 dollars of clothing during this month.  Employee B worked 33 hours and 

sold 668 dollars of clothing.  The Owner-Employee worked 95 hours and sold 10,304 
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dollars of clothing.  The goal was not met, revenues were 14,230 dollars and commission 

was not paid.  It is important to note that in this case, the Owner-Employee, did not work 

at all until the 14th day of the month.  

 

i. Reconciliation: Reality and the PRC 

 Total costs were 15,288 dollars. The owner suffered a loss of 1,058 dollars.  

Equation (20) determines the revenue necessary for the employees to be full residual 

claimants while maintaining at least the same loss to the owner:   

-1,058 = q – [5000 + 1420 + 330 + (0.60 + 0.225 + 0.052)q]  (20) 

5,692 = 0.123q 

q = 46,276  

In this case, revenue would have to be 46,276 dollars for the owner to be indifferent 

between setting β equal to forty percent and paying salary.  Employee A would earn 

11,832 (1420 + 0.225·46276) dollars and employee B would earn 2,736 (330 + 

0.052·46276) dollars. 

 However, the owner pays three percent commission under her Pay Plus Scheme.  

Thus, equation (20) changes to: 

         5,692 = q –  (0.60 + 0.021)q = 0.379q    (21) 

q = 15,018 
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Therefore, revenue must be 15,018 dollars for the owner to be indifferent between paying 

out commission and giving salary.  Employee A would receive (1.7% commission) 1,673 

dollars in wage.  Employee B would receive (0.39%) 389 dollars. 

 The difference in revenue between making employees A and B full residual 

claimants and paying the fixed salary is 32,046 dollars for January.  This exact increase 

in revenue would have resulted in the same loss the owner actually experienced but with 

employees as full residual claimants.  However, this revenue is 21,626 dollars more than 

the required goal for the Pay Plus Scheme. 

 Furthermore, the difference in revenue resulting from the difference between 

paying commission that does not make employees full residual claimants (the actual 

commission) and the salary provided in January is 788 dollars.  It is obvious that based 

on actual revenues for January, enabling employees to be full residual claimants requires 

much more revenue than anticipated.  However, it should be noted that actual revenues 

occurred when employees were not full residual claimants, instead being paid only by 

salary since the goal was not met.   

This analysis is fruitful since it provides information about the relationship 

between the goal revenue and β.  It also touches on the validity of the goal.  The 

employees must almost double the expected goal if they are to be full residual claimants 

when the owner suffers the same loss.  This assumes all revenues in excess of the actual 

revenues are paid to employees, but this is the requirement of the Lazear PRC Model.  

Nonetheless, a goal of 24,650 dollars seems unrealistic if the owner wishes to achieve the 

goal by making employees full residual claimants and still earn normal profit. 
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B. February 2009 

The goal was set to 28,000 dollars.  Employee A worked for 74 hours and sold 

1,563 dollars of clothing.  Employee B worked for 10 hours and sold nothing.  Owner-

Employee worked for 168 hours and sold 17,818 dollars of clothing.  The goal was not 

met as revenues were 19,381 dollars.  Since the goal was not met, the employees received 

only the salary and no commission.  Employee A earned 740 dollars and employee B, 

100 dollars. The Owner-Employee earned 1,680 dollars.  Thus, variable costs due to 

wages were 2,520 dollars.  The cost of clothing is twenty percent of revenue, 3,876 

dollars.  Fixed costs continue to be 5,000 dollars.  If the assumption of variable 

entrepreneurial costs is kept, then forty percent of revenue must be added to the total, 

resulting in 19,148 dollars in total costs.  The Owner-Employee as an “owner” earned an 

economic profit of 233 dollars.  The Owner-Employee received total income of 1,913 

dollars. 

 

i. Reconciliation: Reality and the PRC 

Lazear’s claim for making each employee a full residual claimant is evaluated for 

β set to forty percent (one minus variable costs, assuming entrepreneurship is variable).  

In this case, Employee A would earn (11.7% commission) 3,016 dollars.  Employee B 

would earn (1.6%) 407 dollars.  The Owner-Employee would (26%) 6,848 dollars.  Total 

costs would be 26,899 dollars.  The owner would suffer losses of 7,518 dollars.   
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Once more, making employees full residual claimants results in economic loss to 

the owner.  The same question arises, how much revenue must be produced each month 

in order for the owner to bring home the same income as when the plan was not met 

while making employees full residual claimants?  The owner needed 1,913 dollars at the 

end of the month in economic profit in order to be indifferent between making employees 

full residual claimants and paying salary.  As noted above, making employees full 

residual claimants results in 13.3 percent commission for both employees with 840 

dollars in salary.  Also, 5,000 dollars fixed costs plus sixty percent variable costs equals 

total cost: 

1913 = q – (5840 + 0.733q)  (22) 

q = 29,037 

From this equation, the goal must be 29,037 dollars with employees as full residual 

claimants for the owner to maintain the same profit as when employees received no 

commission.  Employee A earns 4,137 dollars and employee B earns 564 dollars. 

 Again, the owner provides three percent commission.  Thus, equation 22 is altered 

into equation 23: 

7,753 = q  – 0.61q  = 0.39q           (23) 

q = 19,879 
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Thus, revenue must be 19,879 dollars for the owner to provide three percent commission 

and have the same income as with no commission.  In this case, employee B would earn 

123 dollars, employee A would earn 915 dollars. 

 The PRC Model concludes that for February the owner requires 29,037 dollars of 

revenue in order to make employees full residual claimants and maintain the same profit.  

Intriguingly, this revenue is close to the goal revenue set by the owner (28,000 dollars).  

However, the owner expects the employees to produce this with commission rate equal to 

three percent rather than forty percent. 

 

C. March 2009 

Employee A works for twenty hours per week and employee B works for five 

hours per week.  The Owner-Employee works the remaining thirty-eight hours per week.  

Employee A earned 800 dollars per month; employee B’s salary was 200 dollars.   

 In March 2009, the goal was set to 48,400 dollars.  Thus, the goal is met and 

employees would receive three percent of sales multiplied by the fraction of total store 

hours worked.  Thus, employee A would receive approximately 461 dollars in 

commission.  Employee B receives approximately 115 dollars commission.  Employee A 

has wage of 1,261 dollars (800 dollars salary + 461 dollars commission) and employee B 

earns 315 dollars (200 dollars salary + 115 dollars commission). 

 The owner has 48,400 dollars in revenue with 1,576 dollars in wages and 5,000 

dollars in fixed costs.  The remaining variable cost (cost of clothing) is found to be 
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twenty percent of total revenue, or 9,680 dollars.  Cost of entrepreneurship is forty 

percent of total revenue, or 19,360 dollars.  Therefore, total costs are 35,616 dollars.  The 

owner earns economic profit of 12,784 dollars for March.  The Owner-Employee works 

thirty-eight hours per week earning 1,520 dollars per month plus 876 dollars commission.  

The Owner-Employee’s wage is 2,396 dollars. 

 

i. Reconciliation: Reality and the PRC 

 According to the PRC Model and data, commission should be set to forty percent.  

Assume  commission is paid in the same way as above and that the plan is met.  

Employee A would receive 12.7 percent commission, employee B would receive 3.2 

percent commission, and Owner-Employee would receive 24.1 percent commission.  

Thus, wages for A equal 6,946 dollars, 1,749 dollars for B, and 13,184 dollars for the 

Owner-Employee in March.  Total costs would be 50,919 dollars (21,879 + 9,680 + 

19,360) in variable costs plus 5,000 dollars in fixed costs (55,919 dollars total).  Profits 

would be -7,519 dollars.  Thus, the “right” β for the model results in negative profits for 

the store in March.  With perfect foresight, the owner should have shutdown since 

variable costs cannot be covered by total revenue.   

However, since the owner also works as an employee, total money earned from 

working and owning are high enough to continue.  The Owner-Employee makes 

economic profit (10,388 dollars) plus wages (2,396 dollars) equaling 12,784 dollars total.  

With β equaling forty percent, the Owner-Employee acquires profit (-7,519 dollars) with 

wages (13,184 dollars) resulting in 5,665 dollars total.  Thus, the “owner” has negative 
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profits at the point of shutdown, but as an employee, is made a full residual claimant via 

β.  The high commission rate results in shutdown in the current Model if the owner does 

not work as the significant employee.  With the low commission inconsistent with the β 

prescribed by the model, the owner operates with economic profit after paying wages.  

 

D. Discussion 

In months January and February, the owner set revenue goals that were not met. 

For the benchmark month of March, the goal was met.  Examining what the payout 

would have been with commission based directly on output might provide insight into the 

owner’s rationale behind the Pay Plus Scheme.  For January, employee A’s commission 

would have been 100 dollars, the second employee would have earned 20 dollars. Total 

wages would have been 1,870 dollars.  Thus, with the same revenue and commission 

based directly on output, the owner would have made 192 dollars more than with 

commission based on input.  For February, employee A earned 47 dollars in commission, 

employee B earned zero.  Total wages would have been 887 dollars compared to 1,038 

dollars, resulting in 151 more dollars of economic profit for the owner.   

These results evidence a serious imbalance in the quantity of sales of clothes 

among employees and the attempt of the owner to share commission with employees.  

This sharing of commission that results from dividing the commission rate in proportion 

to hours worked allows for shirking and free riding.  The employee knows that the owner 

will provide maximal effort irrespective of effort provided by the employee.  The 

employee might think there is little chance to meet the goal and shirk.  Furthermore, even 
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if employees believe that they can significantly affect revenues, the cost of doing so may 

seem higher than the pay.   

The weakness of the current incentive Model is highlighted by the fact that there 

is little difference in total revenue when commission is utilized compared only to salary.  

For January, the difference between revenue enabling three percent commission and that 

of only salary was less than 800 dollars.  Most notably, the difference between the set 

goal that pays the three percent commission and the actual revenue required for the owner 

to be indifferent between paying salary and commission is 9,632 dollars.  For February, 

the same difference was less than 600 dollars.  The difference between the set goal and 

the actual goal required for three percent commission is 8,121 dollars.   

 From the above discussion, it seems that the owner is setting the monthly goal too 

high for the level of commission provided. The method by which commission is to be 

paid out is questionable when considering its ability to provide incentive.  Commission is 

only to be paid out when employees reach the monthly goal.  This Pay Plus Scheme tends 

to disconnect the residual claimant from the output similarly to a fixed salary.  It is 

difficult for the employee not to realize the commission is a fixed bonus (determined by 

last year’s goal plus ten percent multiplied by the commission rate) since it is easy to 

calculate and therefore allocate effort accordingly.  This incentive problem is made 

greater by the way commission is determined, as a percentage of total hours worked. 

One benefit of small, retail stores is the ability to track output per worker in the 

form of each sale made.  This provides straight forward way to connect effort to wages; 

however, the owner has devised the PPS so that commission is paid out based on 
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percentage of total hours worked by each employee.  According to the owner, little work 

is done by the employees to contribute to the overall goal and therefore limits both how 

and when commission is paid out. 

Ironically, this Pay Plus Scheme seems to have been developed to suit an Owner-

Employee, usually working the majority of the time and making most of the sales. There 

are two cases to consider here: one where the owner works most and not.  In February, 

the goal was much closer to being met and the owner profited.  While in January, the 

owner worked less than 100 hours and suffered economic loss.  While there is increased 

incentive to work longer since it increase thes portion of commission, the connection to 

effort is diluted since the owner will always attempt to go beyond the goal. Naturally, 

the question of effort arises from the discussion of motivation and success.  How can the 

owner affect employees so that they are as motivated to sell as the owner? How can this 

net loss be mitigated?  This question naturally leads to consideration of effort provided 

by workers in the firm.  In this case, those workers are the employees hired to sell 

clothing.  What incentive Model must be provided in order for the monthly goal to be 

met by the workers as set by the owner?  In order to examine these questions 

thoroughly, I employ the Dixit Optimal Contracting Model discussed in Chapter II. 

 

E. Measurement of Effort 

 Effort is assumed optimal in Lazear’s PRC Model when employees are made full 

residual claimants; Dixit examines effort differently but under similar assumptions.  He 

maintains that extra revenue is typically paid out to two sources: employees and owners.  
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In contrast, this revenue could be passed on to the consumer by adding the revenue to the 

cost of clothing in the form of a price decrease.  This would result in normal profit in the 

following month.  These are all possibilities but in this case the most pertinent choice is 

one that will help meet the monthly goal, without considering changes in quantity 

demanded.  The following model allocates this extra revenue as to induce optimal effort. 

 

i. Dixit Optimal Contracting Model 

 Assume the owner is maximizing expected profit.  The probabilities for success 

and failure for high effort are 0.9 and 0.1, respectively.  The probabilities for success and 

failure for low effort are 0.1 and 0.9, respectively.  These probabilities are chosen since, 

according to the Owner-Employee, she has reached the set goal while working, 

individually, ninety percent of the time.  The wages are determined by the revenue goal 

set by the owner for March 2009, V, 48,400 dollars.  Low effort results in 13,000 dollars 

in revenue. 

The owner’s effort is assumed maximal while the employees’ efforts are 

considered low since they did not meet the goal.  The salary,  y*, associated with failure 

to reach V equals 0.4·13000 – 5000 = 200 dollars.  The salary associated with success, 

x*,  equals 0.4·48400 - 5000 = 14,360 dollars.  Assuming a base wage of 2,000 dollars 

per month, y* contains a penalty of 1,800 dollars while x* contains a bonus of 12,360 

dollars.  We can use this information to calculate the extra compensation required for 

high effort, e: 
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14360 = 2000 + e(1– 0.1/(0.9–0.1) => 14360 = 2000 + 1.125e (24) 

        200 = 2000 – e(0.1/(0.9–0.1)        => 200 = 2000 – 0.125e (25) 

� e = 10,560 dollars 

 If the owner pays e = 10,560 dollars for high effort, equation (26) determines the 

expected wage that will guarantee high effort: 

         E(y*+x*) = 0.9·14360 + 0.1·200 = 12,944   (26) 

 This yields 10,944 dollars more than is currently offered in salary. 

 The use of the Dixit Optimal Contracting Model allows for isolation of effort in 

order to understand how wages influence effort.  In this case, the result is that a much 

higher wage is necessary in order to guarantee workers provide maximum effort.  The 

cost of providing such effort is 10,560 dollars.  Expected are calculated as follows:  

E(π*) = 0.9·48400 – 0.9·14360 – 0.1·200 = 30616   (27) 

E(π, low) = 0.1·48400 – 2000 = 2840     (28) 

The model explicitly shows that high effort is preferred for a profit maximizing owner to 

low effort since 30,616 dollars is greater than 2,840 dollars.  However, the model does 

not address commission.  For this I look to Lazear’s PRC Model.   

 First, I will fit the cost of providing effort to reach 48,400 dollar monthly goal 

into the standard PRC Model.  Total costs other than wages are 34,040 dollars.  This 

allows for 14,360 dollars in wages.  In order to attain the goal, an employee must receive 
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10,560 dollars over base wage.  According to Lazear’s model, wage equals α + β·q, 

where α = 2,000 and q = 48,400 in this case.  If we follow the results of the Dixit Optimal 

Contracting Model, we can solve for β (12560 = 2000 + 48400β).  Thus, β = 21.8 percent.  

Therefore, the optimal Model that will guarantee high effort is one with commission 

equaling 21.8 percent of output assuming a base wage of 2000.  

Given the β of forty percent, 12560 = α + 19,360, implying that the fixed 

compensation is a penalty: α = -6,770 dollar.  This penalty might seem unreasonable for a 

clothing store but could apply if employees were required to pay α  as an initial 

investment to use the store in order to make wages of 12,560 dollars.  The owner makes 

21,160 dollars.  The solution provided by the Dixit Optimal Contracting Model is a much 

less costly one than that resulting from the PRC Model. 

 

1. January 2009 

The goal revenue was 24,650 dollars.  The goal was not met, revenues were 

14,230 dollars. Base wage was 1,750 dollars.  The bonus awarded for success is, x** = 

24650·0.4 – 5000 = 4,860 dollars.  The penalty for failure is, y** = 14230·0.4 – 5000 = 

692 dollars.  Thus, equations (24) and (25) change to 

4860 = 1750 + e(1-0.1/(0.9-0.1) => 4860 = 1750 + 1.125e  (24a) 

692 = 1750 – e(0.1/(0.9-0.1)       =>  692 = 1750 – 0.125e    (25a) 

� e = 2,052 dollars 
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The expected wage for high effort is  

 E(y**+x**) = 0.9·4860 + 0.1·692 = 4,443 dollars        (26a) 

The expected profit for high effort and low effort is 

E(π**) = 0.9·24650 – 0.9·4860 – 0.1·692 = 17,741      (27a) 

E(π, low) = 0.1·24650 – 1750 = 715     (28a) 

The owner will choose high effort over low since 17,741 dollars is greater than 715 

dollars.  The wage for success is 4,443 dollars in this case.  The base wage, α, is 1,750 

dollars (4443 = 1750 + 24650·β).  The resulting commission rate, β, equals 10.9 percent.  

 

2. February 2009 

 The goal revenue was 28,000 dollars; actual revenue was 19,381 dollars.  

Employing the same framework as above, the actual base wage considering hours worked 

was 840 dollars.  Thus, the bonus associated with success is x*** = 0.4·28000 – 5000 = 

6,200 dollars. The penalty associated with failure to reach the goal is, y*** = 0.4·19381 – 

5000 = 2,754 dollars.  Thus, the wages for success and failure are 7,040 dollars and 1,912 

dollars, respectively.  Equation (24) and (25) from above become: 

6200 = 840 + e(1-0.1/(0.9-0.1) => 6200 = 840 + 1.125e  (24b) 

2754 = 840 – e(0.1/(0.9-0.1)        =>  2754 = 840 – 0.125e    (25b) 

� e = 7,274 dollars 
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The expected wage for high effort is 

 E(y***+x***) = 0.9·6200 + 0.1·2754 = 5,855 dollars     (26b) 

The expected profit for high effort and low effort is 

E(π***) = 0.9·28000– 0.9·6200 – 0.1·2754= 19,344     (27b) 

E(π, low) = 0.1·28000 – 840 = 1,960        (28b) 

Therefore, high effort results in higher expected profit, 19,344 dollars > 1,960 dollars, 

than low effort.   

 As before, I merge both models to determine the appropriate commission rate.  

Thus, α = 840 dollars, q = 28,000, and wage, w, is that expected to produce high effort 

according to the Dixit Optimal Contracting Model, 5,855 dollars (5855 = 840 + 28000·β).  

Commission rate, β, equals 17.9 percent. 

 

3. Conclusions 

The commission rates resulting from the combination of Lazear’s Piece-Rate 

Compensation Model and Dixit’s Optimal Contracting Model for January, February, and 

March are 10.9, 17.9, and 21.8 percent, respectively.  The average difference between the 

commission rate (40 percent) that results in the employee becoming full residual claimant 

in the Lazear Piece-Rate Model and that of the Dixit-Lazear Model is 23.3 percent.  From 

the analysis, greater distance exists between optimal commission rates resulting from the 

two models when the goal is relatively lower.  The smallest difference exists in the 
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benchmark month of March, which had the highest revenue goal.  Still, the commission 

rate was almost half (21.8 percent) the optimal rate prescribed by the Lazear’s Piece-Rate 

Compensation Model. 

 

F. Concluding Remarks 

This Chapter investigates prescriptions of two theoretical economic models, 

Lazear’s Piece-Rate Compensation Model and Dixit’s Model of Optimal Contracting, 

with respect to the Principal-Agent Problem in a small business.  The project is motivated 

by my personal relationship with the Owner-Employee as well as the increased 

pertinence of the problem in the current economy.  Both models emphasize effort as the 

link to high output and act with similar assumptions.  I connect these models via effort in 

order to conclude that their prescriptions, individually, significantly diverge.   

Lazear’s Piece-Rate Compensation Model requires an optimal commission rate 

that makes the employee a full residual claimant in order to gaurantee optimal effort.  It 

arrives at this rate by considering all variable costs, resulting in forty percent commission 

in this case.  This forty percent commission is theoretically sufficient to illicit the 

required effort to meet the output goal.  Using real data from the store, I was able to 

derive the cost of acquiring full residual claimant status by the employees.  The resulting 

goals that were necessary to provide this were much higher than those currently set by the 

owner.   
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Since the owner is having trouble reaching the goal as it is, this commission rate 

makes little sense for this case.  Therefore, increasing the emphasis on effort via the Dixit 

Optimal Contracting Model, I investigated for more realist commission rates still deemed 

optimal by standard theoretical economic models.  The results were almost half those of 

the PRC Model. 

The stark difference between the prescriptions of both models when combined 

leads to a general questioning of the models and their assumptions. This is especially true 

when considering actual data and the behavior of an Owner-Employee.  According to the 

models, the owner is not behaving optimally but the inherent contradiction in 

prescriptions for optimization resulting from the models brings this notion under 

question. 

As it is in the special case under consideration, the owner works as an employee 

among other workers.  Generally, lower output workers increase output possibly due to 

pressure from higher output workers (Lazear, 1996).  However, this may not always be 

the case.  It is conceivable for an employee to be overwhelmed by the level of effort and 

output the Owner-Employee provides. 

 If the worker receives piece rate pay with a guarantee in order to cover risk 

aversion, there is incentive for shirking and blaming low levels of output on bad luck.  

This occurs especially when effort is unobservable (i.e., when the Owner-Employee is 

not working).  Similarly, the worker might shirk (provide lower levels of effort) when the 

Owner-Employee is working since the pressure from such constant comparison might be 

too much for the employee to handle in order to provide high output.  The employees 
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might feel that their effort and resulting output is insignificant in comparison to that of 

the Owner-Employee, resulting in lowered motivation and incentive.  The latter is less 

obvious unless the situation is put into context.  For example, working in a small clothing 

boutique where there might be competition for customers among the employees (this 

seems especially important when wage is directly tied to output) can result in a sort of 

crowding-out effect where the obvious effort and success of the Owner-Employee 

discourages employees that are unable to provide the same levels of effort and output.   

Analyzing results from PRC and Dixit’s Optimal Contracting Model merging 

with reality brings the optimal commission rate under question.  If I assume Lazear is 

correct, then the variable costs given by the owner are false.  The latter might be due to 

the confusion about actual entrepreneurial costs of the owner.  Furthermore, the Dixit 

Optimal Contracting Model assumes the owner and employee do not work at the same 

time (enabling the analysis). Finally, the owner influences workers as an Owner-

Employee; however, these effects are also not incorporated into Dixit’s Model.  
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Chapter IV. Conclusion 

 This thesis investigates a special Principal-Agent Problem.  The problem is that of 

an Owner-Employee motivating employees to sell clothes with similar levels of effort as 

those provided by the Owner-Employee.  

  First, standard theoretical economic models of compensation are surveyed in 

order to provide breadth and the basis of depth to the problem.  I utilize Lazear’s Piece-

Rate Compensation Model to examine the rationality behind the Owner-Employee’s Pay 

Plus Scheme.  Lazear’s PRC Model requires that employees are made full residual 

claimants.  That is, the commission rate in this case should be forty percent.  However, in 

order for this to occur, ceterus paribus, the revenue goal must be set much higher.  In 

January, the necessary goal was almost twice that planned.  In February, the goal was 

only slightly less than that necessary to make employees full residual claimants, ceterus 

paribus. However, in this month the Owner-Employee contributed most significantly to 

revenue, working most of the hours.  Thus, the PPS constructed by the owner results in 

similar revenue goals to Lazear’s PRC Model but the employees are not made full 

residual claimants.  This means that the Owner-Employee has set a goal for herself that is 

similar to that prescribed under PRC but is not motivating the workers to provide optimal 

levels of effort because of the low commission rate.   

Second, I investigate this discrepancy in actual commission rate and that 

prescribed by PRC using Dixit’s Model of Optimal Contracting.  According to my 

analysis of the data, the optimal commission rate that results in high effort is less than 

half that resulting from PRC (16 percent against 40 percent). The actual commission rate 
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prescribed by PPS is three percent.  Thus, Dixit’s Model of Optimal Contracting results 

in a commission rate that is closer to the actual one utilized by the Owner-Employee.  

The commission rate resulting from Dixit’s Model is still much greater than that provided 

by PPS.  In contrast, the commission rate in January 2009 was 10.9 percent, much closer 

to the real commission rate.   

The range of commission rates provided by these standard models of 

compensation is evidence for possible problems in the data that make up the commission 

rate.  For example, Lazear’s PRC requires that all variable costs be considered in the 

formulation of commission rate, β.  The most arbitrary of these costs is entrepreneurial 

cost.  This cost was determined in interviews with the Owner-Employee.  She claimed to 

have variable entrepreneurial costs of forty percent of output.  These costs vary because 

the Owner-Employee considers her next best alternative for work (reservation wage) to 

be the manager of a competing clothing store with varying wage based on commission.  

However, the exact percentage of output associated with entrepreneurial costs is hard to 

determine and might explain the discrepancy between Lazear’s PRC commission rate and 

that derived from the Dixit Model. 

According to both models, the Owner-Employee is not optimally motivating 

workers to provide sufficient effort resulting in the goal revenue.  The prescriptions of the 

models maintain that the owner should increase her commission rate by at least five 

times.  But the owner receives more income under her PPS than if she increased the 

commission rate.  This dilemma has resulted in the Pay Plus Scheme that relies on an 

Owner-Employee working the majority of the time and providing most of the revenue.  
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The Owner-Employee places heavy weight on her inability to monitor workers and not 

bad luck, resulting in a Model that emphasizes duration of work time.  The more time she 

works in the store, the more certain she is that bad luck is not a factor in the workers’ 

production; rather effort is the key.  However, this compensation scheme alienates 

workers, perpetuating the owner’s notion that little effort is provided since workers find it 

difficult to compete with the owner for sales.  Furthermore, since workers know the 

owner will provide maximum effort towards reaching the goal (and since they are paid 

commission only when this occurs based on hours worked), there is little incentive to 

provide high effort. 

The key to this dilemma is that the Owner-Employee is the physical embodiment 

of the store.  Clients buy clothes partly to experience the owner.  This sort of experience 

is the result of years of training as a film actress.  Although her next best wage is 

comparable to that of a clothing store manager, her level of firm specific human capital 

goes far beyond that of an average manager.  Thus, it is unfair to expect a heterogeneous 

work force, even under standard economic models, to provide similar effort levels and 

quality of work. 

These considerations make it difficult to determine whether the Owner-

Employee’s actions are optimal. After several previous attempts, she has arrived at a 

compensations scheme that she believes is best.  Although this Model has not resulted in 

completion of her original goal, her behavior might be rational considering her income 

and the manner in which she shares revenue.  This speaks to the essence of this thesis and 

future work in this area.  Optimality of actual behavior can rarely be effectively judged 
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due to the required simplifications of models.  Thus, a less simple, case by case economic 

analysis should be completed to obtain truly useful insights into optimal behavior of an 

Owner-Employee.  In this case, the models’ prescriptions were rarely applicable to 

reality.  Thus, this incentive problem is a special case of the Principal-Agent Problem that 

can only be analyzed effectively using a combination of models subject to constraints of 

the Owner-Employee.  Future work is required in personnel economics to include the 

Owner-Employee in the standard incentive problem. 
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